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Motivation & Objectives
Sound environmental planning is among the top
objectives of city governments. Urban heat islands
are among the top stressors on city populations.
We present here progress on a linked WUDAPT,
uWRF, ENVI-MET building-scale urban heat island
analysis for sites in San Jose, California. Specific
aims are to develop practical computational methods
to evaluate site-specific performance metrics of
alternative design scenarios, and to identify
opportunities of data exchange between different
platforms of spatial exploration and development.

WUDAPT
A Level 0 WUDAPT Local Climate Zones (LCZ) analysis
was performed for San Jose, CA. Each LCZ characterizes
a temperature regime associated with the local land use /
land cover environment.

uWRF

ENVI-MET

uWRF simulations for San Jose have been carried out. To
guide setting urban surface parameters, we performed a
standard WRF and three uWRF simulations, comparing
temperatures at urban and suburban/rural sites. We
simulated the heat-wave period June 16 – 20, 2017.

WUDAPT LCZ Analysis: San Jose (CA)
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Suburban / Rural

Figure 3. Training samples (left) and LCZs (right) constructed
using the WUDAPT SAGA LCZ generation algorithm. The
resulting LCZ field indicates a clear distinction between the
compact newer residential developments on east, mixed
industrial/residential in central, and older residential areas on west
sides of city.

Urban

Urban

Background
Previous work studying high temperatures at urban scale
for Oakland, California. A similar type of analysis is
envisioned for San Jose, applying WUDAPT, uWRF and
ENVI-MET for advanced meteorological inputs broader
architectural scenario analysis.

Suburban/Rural
Table 1. Assessment matrix associated with the LCZ analysiss in
Figure 3. The overall accuracy of the LCZ classification is 64%.
Greatest misclassification are for open low rise and lightweight low
rise, and open low rise and compact low rise.

Implementation of LCZs into uWRF
Figure 5. Two-meter temperatures: (black) observed, (blue)
standard WRF, (red) three uWRF cases with different heat
capacity, thermal conductivity and urban fraction specifications for
urban land-use grids. Urban site comparisons on top,
suburban/rural site comparisons on bottom.
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Figure 4. LCZs were resampled from the native 100 x 100 m grid
to a 1 x 1 km grid for input to uWRF. Native grid (left), resampled
grid (right). The distinction between land-use types on east, central
and western sides of city is preserved (see Figure 3).

